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To identify policy tools to achieve strategic spatial policy goals, by linking strategic 
planning and spatial development at metropolitan scale 



SPIMA: policy‐research endeavour 
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•Definitions and spatial characteristics for delineating MAs

•Urban trends and spatial dynamics 
•Current challenges and institutional frameworks 
•Success factors, incentives and policy tools 

•Common approach for extrapolation (Typology)  
•Policy implications 
•Guidelines with recommendations

SPIMA‐ A framework for a Metropolitan Planning Approach SPIMA‐ A framework for a Metropolitan Planning Approach 



Assembling the puzzle of Metropolitan Planning?Assembling the puzzle of Metropolitan Planning?

10 cities: 
Institutional analysis, spatial analysis, 
policy and planning practice analysis 



Methodology

75
interviews



Delineating metropolitan areas 

MDA method of delineation offers a tailor-made assessment of different 
spatial sales and key urban trends based on European and local data

• There is no one single definition of a metropolitan area that matches
ongoing urbanization trends, current administrative borders or existing
planning practices and perceptions of actors.

• Definitions are based on formal/semiformal or informal arrangements or
perceptions of what the MA territory is, varying between cross-border,
interregional, regional, and inter-municipal arrangements.

• Metropolitan development fosters moving away from spatial development 
of a single, compact urban core towards complex urban networks 



MDA bigger than FUA



MDA smaller than FUA



MDA similar to FUA



• Most areas represent current or potential polycentric development and a 
certain degree of metropolitization

• Generally increasing urbanization trend

• Generally increasing population growth with exceptions

• Dynamic/fragmented population distribution core cities-sub-urban areas

• Generation of growth poles

• Fragmented land use patterns 

• Mobility and accessibility needs more efficiency 

The relevant scale for planning:  supported by additional data and 
knowledge on the differences in trends between the MUA, FUA and MDA. 
As soon as additional synchronized data becomes available at the LAU2
level, such an analysis can be extended to other relevant indicators.

Key socio‐economic and environmental trends and spatial dynamics



Mapping urban trends per spatial scale 



Current challenges: 51 in total in 8 categories 

• Categories: transport infrastructure, institutional aspects and spatial structure: 

• Transport: ensuring an efficient transport infrastructure, traffic congestion

• Institutional: the need for multilevel collaboration, political commitment 

• Spatial: achieving a shared spatial vision on efficient land use 

• Other key challenges: 

• Suburbanization

• Inefficient spatial planning process,

• A lack of recognition and identification of the metropolitan areas

• The need to ensure affordable housing
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Success factors, incentives and triggers
• Top-down incentives with bottom-up collaboration initiatives 

• Collaboration between dedicated/appointed planning authorities 

• Fine-tuning cooperation takes time: start with commonly recognizable issues 
for most actors: motivation trigger 

• Involvement of a wider range of stakeholders involvement: business 

• A “minimum gain for all” when negotiation and compromise is needed;

• Common funds and agencies at the MA level that may provide expertise and 
financial incentives (national sources may be included in these pools)

• Engaging political leaders and gaining support from higher levels of 
government: flexibility in a dynamic environment needs strong leadership 

• Ensuring transparency in the collaboration processes

• Setting the “rules of the game”: flexible and fluent co-governance with fixed 
points (restrictive/legal mechanisms) for growth management (e.g. land-use, 
infrastructure development, environment protection and social services). 
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Typology to generalize relevant policy tools for other metropolitan areas 

• A method to extrapolate the findings to other metropolitan areas in Europe

• Limited data set for robust generalizations. Indicative list that reflects the 
needs of the studied areas, similar in size and population density. 

• Typology A spatial characteristics (i.e. size and population density). 

• Typology B institutional characteristics (i.e. formalization status and number 
of municipalities). 

• The importance of different policy tools to address key challenges show a 
similar pattern for the six types of metropolitan areas in Typology A and B: 

• Coordinative and collaborative policy tools 

• Strategic and structural policy tools intermediary 

• Procedural/financial policy tools are less widely applicable
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SPIMA Guidelines:  shared‐governance at a multilevel scale 



Metropolitan Planning Approach:  It just takes eight Action Areas!



Key recommendations – progress cities 

• The current administrative and spatial planning 
systems of the ten stakeholder areas address 
metropolitan development issues (agendas) to 
a limited extent. In exceptional cases these 
systems clearly define the metropolitan area 
and/or foresee metropolitan planning approach

• Different progress is achieved in the 
stakeholder areas, varying from single 
initiatives. A mix of strategic, statutory and 
collaborative planning activities are needed. 

• In most of the areas the implementation 
process of a systematic MA spatial planning 
needs to enhanced.



• Decentralization of planning needs strengthening the administrative
capacity of local governments.

• Delineation by MDA tailor-made approach: make a “spatial fit” of the MDA
with regard to urban trends (decision-support tool)

• Shared-governance: flexible, clearly linked to administrative levels of
procedural spatial planning: coordination and shared competencies among
governmental levels (vertically) and policy issues (horizontally).

• MPA sets different foci in strategic, statutory and collaborative planning and
involves eight specific “action areas”.

• A mix of policy tools: coordination and collaboration, metropolitan bodies to
coordinate or collaboration process among multiple actors.

• Formalization of the MAs is not determining factor, whereas acceptance
and recognition of the metropolitan areas is an essential trigger.

• EU policy agenda and funding: incentive for regional and local authorities

Key recommendations –MPA approach  



Policy implications

•Redefining the metropolitan areas as clusters of administrative and/or 
functional areas: understanding different delineating approaches 

•The role of spatial planning policies for metropolitan development: setting 
different foci in strategic, statutory and collaborative planning and decision 
making 

•Enhancing the role of EU policy and programming in promoting sustainable 
metropolitan policies and collaborative action at the local and regional levels 



Towards 
a sustainable metropolitan future!

Thank you!


